Business-Engineering faculty

Department Engineering Economics

Economic development and low software training-research center
Journal Business- Engineering

It is our pleasure to invite you to take part in the
1th International Economic Conference – IEC 2013

"National Economic Models: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow"
TBILISI, Georgia
OCTOBER 16-19, 2013

The Conference tematics are:

1. The main directions of development Industry (Alternative Energy, Biotechnology and etc.)
2. Agricultural Sector - Raising the competitiveness of Strategic
3. Contemporary Issues of The Social Sector (Health, Education-process of Bolony, insurance and etc.)
4. The main aspects of development Infrastructure
5. Tourism-most important sector of the economy
6. Economic of Real Estate
7. Management. Business process management (Business-Engineering)
8. Marketing and new paradigm changes of Market Communication
9. Banking, accounting and financial systems
10. Investment and commercialization of innovations. Free economic zones, tecnoparks
11. Law and politic
12. The Basis of Philosophical, sociological and psychological Community development
It's recommended to create a presentation. The best papers will be published in the international scientific journal "Business Engineering" ([http://Business-Engineering.bpenji.com](http://Business-Engineering.bpenji.com)).

Participant of the conference must pay the registration fee before 20 September, 2013.

**CONFERENCE FEES (ORGANIZING tariffs)**

600 Euros (per person)

The registration fee includes the publication of articles and participation in the conference, daily meals (breakfast, lunch, and coffee breaks), the cost of a hotel room (costs of a single room – 60 EUR, double room for one person – 42 EUR, triple room for one person – 33 EUR) and a tour of the outskirts of Tbilisi.

For participants who want to be invited to the banquet party, it's required to pay 25 EUR.

**E-mail:** alekosichi@mail.ru
info@bpenji.com
dsekhniashvili@yahoo.com
t.maisuradze@gtu.info

**Tel.:** (+995)595 71 91 77 Professor Alexander Sichinava
(+995)555 36 61 01 Professor Dali Sekhniashvili
(+995)595 22 11 25 Thea Maisuradze

Georgian Technical University
Faculty Business-Engineering, Department Engineering-economics
77, Kostava Str., 0175, Tbilisi, Georgia

**Conference languages:** English, Russian

**Deadline of Materials for conference:** September 15, 2013

Structure and format of papers:

The volume of paper

should not exceed 7-15 pages of A4 format

Articles must be written either in English or in Russian

Papers should be

– written in MS Word, formatted using Time New Rom
– font (size 12) with spacing 1.5
– Tables and pictures must be handled with MS Word drawing tools or plain image and supported by source references
– Literature references should be placed at the end of the paper and formatted respecting international writing norms

Papers should be provided with the following requisites:

– Name of paper (English name is also required when a paper is in Russian);
– Summary at the beginning in English and in Russian too (a maximum of 100-150 words - in few lines). English version is also required when a paper is in Russian.
– List of keywords (English version is also required when a paper is in Russian)

References in required format

– Author should precisely specify the following at the end of the paper: first name and surname; scientific degree; country of citizenship; author affiliation (a research or other organization (company)); e-mails (main and alternative); phones with international codes (office and mobile); the convenient detailed post address.

Submitted works should have research character and must be based on principles of scientific and a professional etiquette. The final decision on inclusion of paper in the PIEB will be made by Editorial Board. Editorial Board reserves its right to make technical and scientific editing. In case of not accepting the Board does not provide reviews and comments but only final decision about the publication.
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Topic: 
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Degree: 
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